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GMR Applications:
• Groundwater exploration and well site selection
• Delineation of aquifer and aquiclude geometry
•  Detection of water-filled fracture zones, voids or 

preferential flow paths

• Characterization of aquifer properties for  
groundwater modeling

•  Vadose zone characterization for environmental 
and geotechnical projects

Direct Imaging of Groundwater 
The GMR system provides unambiguous detection of 
groundwater because the measured signal is generated by 
hydrogen in fluids. By measuring the NMR properties of 
the subsurface, GMR provides quantitative images of water 
content as well as estimates of hydrogeologic parameters, 
including specific yield and permeability. Using GMR, it is 
possible to obtain detailed aquifer characterization before 
ever drilling a well. 

Representing the cutting-edge in surface NMR geophysics, GMR delivers 
superior hardware and software capabilities, delivering non-invasive imaging of 
groundwater with unparalleled power, speed, and precision.

†Protected by US Patent 7,466,128; 7,986,143; 8,451,004 B2; 8,581,587; USRE43264 E1.

Additional Patents: US EP 1651974, US 9599688, US 9551807, US 9588068.

Additional patents pending. CE Certified.

* Depth of investigation depends on loop size, subsurface electrical resistivity, and site conditions.

GMR Measurements Provide:
• Direct detction of groundwater
• Non-invasive imaging of groundwater to depths  

of 150 meters*
•  Quantitative determination of water content
• Estimates of bound water volume and  

specific yield
•  Relative or calibrated estimates of permeability

A Virtual Pump Test without the Well

  A Detailed View
   The T2* distribution of water  
   is related to pore size

  Precise Detection 
   Short & small signals from silts  
   or capillary water are detected

  High Resolution
   All-linear processing† yields  
   optimal resolution of NMR signals

  Permeability Estimation
   Relative permeability estimation  
   even for conditions of low-SNR

Advanced User-Friendly Software:
• Leverage GMR’s multi-channel design for adaptive 

noise cancellation† and 2D imaging†

• Plan surveys and perform forward models and 
simulations

• Monitor data quality in real-time
• Determine multi-exponential decay time 

distributions and estimate aquifer properties, 
including bound/mobile water content and 
relative permeability

• Account for complex geology using conductive 
earth models

• Perform inversions in 1D and 2D

Pioneered with an emphasis on multi-channel capability, GMR is recognized  
as the state-of-the-art in surface-NMR technology, enabling any user to conduct 
more precise, efficient, safe, and informative groundwater investigations.

Highest Performance and Most Advanced Features in the Industry

Highest Power Output
With the highest power output available (confirmed by 
multiple, independent, third-party field tests), GMR enables 
detection of 
deeper and shorter 
groundwater signals. 
Proprietary efficient 
power conversion 
architecture enables 
output up to 800A 
and 6000V.

Shortest Dead-Time
The ultra-short dead-times of the GMR (<5 ms) and GMR Flex 
(<1 ms) mean even the shortest NMR signals are captured. 
NMR signals are short for water in magnetic geology, in fine-
grained sediments, or 
in the vadose zone. 
These important signals 
are invisible without a 
ultra-short dead-time 
capability.†

Groundbreaking Multi-Channel Design
The unique multi-channel architecture of GMR enables 
adaptive noise cancellation for vastly improved data 
quality as well as more efficient 2D or 3D groundwater 
imaging†. Independent Tx/Rx channels allow simultaneous 
measurement on multiple loops. Identical broadband 
response on all channels is critical for noise cancellation.

Proprietary Pulse Sequences 
GMR acquisition software 
offers sophisticated multi-
pulse measurements, enabling 
T1, T2 spin-echo or CPMG 
measurements, which yield 

more robust estimates of hydrogeologic properties. Advanced 
phase cycling suppresses artifacts for improved data quality.† 
New adiabatic pulse sequence produces up to 3 times larger 
signal than traditional FIDs.

Priority on Safety
Safety features are extensively integrated in the GMR design, 
protecting the user from powerful electrical discharge. All GMR 
terminals are environmentally rated with no-touch connectors 
so high-voltage contacts are not exposed.


